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1. a) Consider the complex number z = 5 +樹, Where江s the imaginary unit.

(i) Wite down the complex conjugate, Z of z

(ii) Show that 2;+乞and 2;乞are real Immbers・　　　　　　　【15 marks]

b) Find α and β such that岩= α十“らwhere油he imaginary unit.

[15皿ark呂】

C) Using the Binormial theorem, Show that

(m∴)4=肌4-誓十誓一葉詣　[30血坤
d) (i) SoIve the equation :

log2佃- 2) + log25 = log2# + log23.

(ii) The relation between IrydrogeIl ion concentration,町+] and pH value of the

SOlution is given as

PH=-1ogl。【H+].

Calculate the hydrogen ion concentration, When pH value is 4. [20 marks]

e) ProⅦ that

Sin 20(tan O+cot O) = 2

臼2-転十6
2・ a) FindH耽

【20 m狐国

筆→3　　&葛3

b) The population N of the herd of eⅢ is modeled by

N(カニ
10(3十4り

l十0.1さ

いO marks]

(i) Calculate the size of the herd aiter lO years.

(ii) According to the model, determine the limitation size of the herd as time

PrOgreSSion.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　[2 0 marks]

C) Find the first derivative of the following functions:

1 Co重lt inued.
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(iv) u=

3曾2-5

2種十1●
[40皿a重聴]

d) Find the turning point(s) of the func‘こion

ひ二㌔-3み

Determine whether the turning point(s) is/are maximum, minimun or point(s)

Of iIlflexion using the second derivative ofひ・　　　　　　[30 marks! ¥

3. a) A three variable function is given by

(i) Find the partial derivatives器and g

(ii) Show that the total diferential oI the function p at the poiut (1,2,3) is given

by

くわ二43あ十13dg十5d名

b) The coe丑icient of a cubic expression 。f a gas, α is derived as

αこ吉(諾)p,

[30血狐ksl

where V T, and P are volume, temPくだature and pressure respectively.

Calc山ate the value of α When P(V ○○ b) = RT, Where b is a constant.

[15皿紬国

C) The following data represent the co15tS (in Rupees) of a sample of lO postal

mailings by a company:

30,62,45,78,36,62, 76, 51, 98,42

Calculate

(i) mean,

(ii) median,

(iii) mode,

(iv) range,

(v) mean deviation,

(vi) sample variance and

(vii) standard deviation

Of the costs of sample, [55 marks]

4. a) Evaluate the following indefinite integrals:

(i) !呼工-2)ゐ

(ii) I晶0

(ii宣) I (e5雷十c○s 3勾d曾

2

[35 marks]　　　　己
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b) It is given that

Find m and私
f(2訂)d㌍ 4 and fd由

[20皿狐聴I

C) Consider the differential equation:

(2均一3♂)あ十に2-2ひ)dひ=0"

Show that the above differential equation is exact and solve it. [20 marks]

d) An evergreen nursery usually sells a 《鷲rtain shrub after 6 years of growth and

the growth rate during that period is approximated by

dん
1.枇十5,

where j‾is the time in years and h is the height in centimeters.The seedlings are

12cm tall when planted (t = 0)・

(i) Find the height of shrubs after t years.

(ii) How tall are the shrubs when they are sold?

[25 marksI
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